Plotkin used the models of reduction in order to obtain a semantic characterization of static type inference in the pure -calculus. Here we apply these models to the study of a nondeterministic language, obtaining results analogous to Plotkin's.
Introduction
The models of reduction are a generalization of the usual syntactic -models for the pure -calculus (see Plo92] and the references therein). If a term M reduces to a term N then its interpretation in a model of reduction is \smaller than" or equal to the interpretation of N (and not necessarily equal as in -models). Plotkin obtained a series of soundness and completeness results for static type inference with respect to models of reduction. With type inference in mind, it seems natural that M and N be interpreted di erently, since it may be possible to infer a type for N but not for M.
The study of nondeterministic languages gives rise to an alternative motivation for considering models of reduction. In nondeterministic languages, the reduction from M to N may involve a sequence of choices. Hence the two terms may not behave equivalently in all contexts, and then we must interpret them di erently, with M being \less determined" than N. This note extends the models of reduction to the interpretation of a simple nondeterministic -calculus. The results obtained are soundness and completeness theorems for reduction and for static type inference. For concreteness, we focus on a calculus with the rule and with rules for nondeterministic choice; but there should not be any di culty in treating the rule too.
The next section reviews the language studied, with evaluation and typing rules. Section 3 describes the models of reduction. The following two sections include the results. As much as possible, we assume familiarity with Plotkin's paper.
The Language
The language is the usual untyped -calculus extended with the choice operation +, so a term can be: a variable x, an abstraction x:M, an application MN, or a binary sum M + N. Sharma and de' Liguoro studied this language in their theses Sha84, dL92] , obtaining interesting results about its operational and denotational semantics.
The basic reduction relation ! ! + is axiomatized by a set of rules that contains the expected rules from Plo92], in particular the rule: Here and are logical assertions (rather than types), ^ is their conjunction, and jj is a parallel-composition operator. As the rule suggests, parallel composition is rather di erent from the traditional nondeterministic composition.
Models of Reduction
A model of -reduction is a triple: P = hP; ; ] ]i that satis es certain conditions; in particular P is a partial order.
We de ne the models of +c-reduction by imposing the additional conditions that P be a lower semi-lattice and that:
where the^on the right is the meet operation on P . The models of +c-reduction resemble de' Liguoro's syntactical models. There are two important di erences between them. First, de' Liguoro's de nition is based on that of the usual syntactic -models (rather than on that of the models of -reduction). Second, it includes a semilinearity condition, that
Sharma gave an analogous condition in his study of conversion. This condition does not hold in the models constructed in the completeness proofs of section 5. The models of +-reduction have an even looser de nition than the models of +c-reduction. They are quadruples: P = hP; ;^; ] ]i where P is just a partial order (not necessarily a semi-lattice), with a monotonic, binary operation^, and with property (1) and the new property: 
for all a; b 2 P . Obviously every model of +c-reduction with its^operation is also a model of +-reduction. In models of reduction, types are interpreted as upper-closed subsets. Here, in addition, we require that they be closed under^. For models of +c-reduction, this requirement implies that types are lters (possibly empty). The conditions on ! are unchanged.
Reduction
This section contains soundness and completeness results for the evaluation rules. As could be expected, the models of +-reduction correspond to the relation ! ! + , and the models of +c-reduction correspond to ! ! +c . The type expression is interpreted as the set X of sets of types a such that 2 a. The set of types is the set of all X . It is obvious then that if a and b are both elements of X then so is a \ b, and hence types are closed under meets as required.
One The type-expression model constructed in the second proof is also a model of , and so the corresponding type interpretation is both simple and an F-interpretation. The model also satis es an additional law: 
